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Living as a Community
Part I
It has always been the destiny of the people who
would be on the Earth at this time to remember their
roots within the one family. This family consists of
a community of souls who are now living on Earth
because they have been invited to ascend with her into
Unity Consciousness. This family includes ancient
starseeds who were called to Earth many thousands

of years ago as well as the more recent starseeds who
volunteered to assist with the ascension during your
present Shift of the Ages. Yet you are all assisting
in moving the consciousness of your world into the
higher dimensions of your true spiritual inheritance.
This ascension also includes those souls who have
already left your Earth and those who are considered
the ancestors of your race who are connected into your
own bloodlines, for they are all part of expanding your
capacities to remember what it means to live as ONE
family. In Unity Consciousness everyone lives in support
of each other’s God Presence at all times and under
all circumstances. We are here to assist you in moving
consciously into your ancient inheritance to live once
again in the Oneness with each other and with Source
~ The Masters in the Galactic Council of the Christ Light
This Oneness can be experienced now whenever you
come together in Divine Love and true compassion
and respect for the uniqueness of each other’s spiritual
journey. When there is no opposition and no opinions
about the right or wrongness of another’s journey, then
there is no war within or without. When there is no
attachment to how you or another has to be to earn love,
then there is the unlimited potential to reside in Unity

Consciousness. Communities can be formed by those who
have a common spiritual focus or between those who
share common interests, yet the overall community that
will be embracing all of humanity can only be created
when there is unconditional love and acceptance that
each one is learning what they need to learn to move
ever closer to their own Presence, and everyone sees the
Presence as the True Self.
The success of your collective ascension into living
Presence to Presence will ultimately be determined by
the powerful field of love you are creating when you
come together with others who are sustaining the same or
similar frequencies within or around their bodies. In fact,
you are naturally attracted to others who are emitting the
same or similar energies.
Often the word “community” conjures up thoughts
of where one lives or works in relationship to their
immediate friends, families or co-workers. However,
the deeper quest for a community founded in Oneness
truly arises out of your deep passion to reunite with the
Presence within all of life, and this profoundly ancient
desire is encoded within your heart. As spiritual beings
we know within our hearts that living in Oneness with our
Presence and the Presence of others is essentially what
will bring everlasting peace within, and then peace can
truly become part of the outer world.

When you are practicing compassion, appreciation,
forgiveness, gratitude and generosity, you are living a
spiritual life. You can expand your spiritual experience
of life by spending time with your Presence in the silence
so you can hear its directions. This will naturally lead
to adopting new ways of living in the world, as well as
forming new and healthier habits that will support you
living in a more intimate relationship with your Presence
while you are living on the physical plane.
Take time to carefully determine if your thoughts, feelings
and actions are truly coming from your Presence as it is
from that level of your soul that you are truly preparing
to live in Unity Consciousness with all of life. Meanwhile
keep moving into what it feels like to live in union with
the essential nature of every soul, every animal, every
bird, every tree, every mountain, every body of water and
every expression of life on your planet until you are able
to experience the deep interconnectedness that is truly
supporting the spirit of “community” between all forms
of life. It is here you will experience the boundless joy of
being in loving relationship with the Divine Source in
all your relationships.
To assist you in living in Oneness with your Presence and
the Presence of others, we in the Ascended Realms are
bringing forth the Presence to Presence Course: Living
in Unity Consciousness and Creating the Beloved

Golden Age Community Teachers Training. We invite
you to join us.
***

Presence to Presence: Living in Unity Consciousness
October 29, November 5 & 12
Online Worldwide via Teleconference/Webcast

Creating the Beloved Golden Age Community
Teachers Certification Training
November 30-December 3
Online Worldwide,
and Maui, Hawaii In-Person
For more information, go to:
www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com
and click on the Teachers Training title from the Menu.
The Courses to Walk the Earth as a Living Master
have been designed by the Ascended Masters to assist
you in embodying the Presence and living in freedom and
abundance. To learn more about the Courses and Teachers

Trainings, go to: www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com
click on the Menu:
*Living As Your Presence: Initiations with the Buddha,
Christ & Divine Mother (now an online course)
*Golden Age Leadership Teachers Certification Training
(now available online)
*Creating Your New Life (now an online course)
*Manifesting As Your Presence Teachers Certification
Training (now available online)
*Merging with Your Presence (now an online course)
*Embodying Your Presence Teachers Certification
Training (soon available online)
*Conscious Ascension: Living as the Presence, Bringing
Heaven to Earth (now an online course)
*Conscious Ascension into the Golden Age Teachers
Certification Training (now online)
*Consciously Create in Unlimitedness & Joy Parts 1 &
II (now online)
*Co-Creating a New Golden Age (now an online course)
*Consciously Create a Golden Age Teachers Certification
Training (now online)
*Golden Age Man & Woman (now an online course)
*Golden Age Man & Woman Teachers Certification
Training (soon online)
*Golden Age Children Course for Parents &
Teachers (now an online course)
*Golden Age Children Teachers Certification Training (now
available online)

*Mastery I, II & III Courses to Walk the Earth as a
Living Master (now online)
To learn how you can work personally with
the Masters to achieve your own mastery, go
to: www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com and click
on Mastery I from the menu
The Courses to Walk the Earth as a Living Master are
offered by the Ascended Masters Mystery School, created by
the Masters to assist humanity in living their mastery. The
receivers of the Masters’ transmissions, facilitators of the
Courses and coordinators of the school are Kamala Everett
and Sharon Rose. Kamala is the author of “Heart Initiation:
Preparing for Conscious Ascension” and has been receiving
transmissions from the Masters for over 35 years. Sharon
has been in communication with the Masters for over 30
years, past Director of The School for Self-Mastery and
Center for Esoteric Studies and has written more than a
dozen spiritual books.
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